Abstract-Efflcient serial search strategies are presented and shown to drastically reduce the mean acquisition time for UWB signals in a dense multipath environment. Inherent in traditional serial search problems is the assumption that only a single bin or a small number of consecutive bins will properly terminate the search. This assumption leads to search strategies which tend to be linear in nature, e.g., a linear sweep of the uncertainty region. Because of the dense multipath channel present in most UWB systems this assumption is invalid as seen by the channel's relatively large delay spread. A generalized analysis of various search algorithms is presented based upon a Markov chain model of a simple singledwell serial search. The results from this analysis reveal that the linear search has a considerably larger mean acquisition time than the more efficient search strategy termed the bat reversal search.
I. INTR.ODIJCTION An ultra-wideband (UWB) signal is one with a fract,ional bandwidth? B f = 2 ( f~ -f~. ) / ( f~
greater t,han 25 percent [l] . Here f~ and f~ are t,he lower and upper end (3 dB points) of the signal spectriim. Ultra-widebaiid signals are ciirrent,ly heiiig invest,igat,ed for iise in communications systems where an advantage over more narrowband signals exists. These advantages incliide improved penetmtion through materials as well as improved performance in dense multipat,h environments [2] where t,he UWB signals can be resolved in t,ime making the iise of a R.AKE receiver possible. These advant,ages ma.ke UWB communication systems well suited for urban and indoor wireless applications.
The specific UWB signal and the dense multipath channel model are defined in the nex? section. Then the output of a simple, single correlator receiver niodel is investigated, followed by a Markov analysis of the acquisition process. Specific search algorithms are examined for the ideal caqe of no noise and it is shown that the hit reoel-.ml search is the optimum strategy aniong tlie group. Finally, the straight linear search and the bit reversal sea.rch are compared for an a.ctua1 indoor multipath channel. The results prove tha.t the hit reversal search decreases considerably t7he expected niunber of ohservations reqiiired t,o complete the search.
SIGNAL AND MIJLTIPATH MODELS
The signal choice for t,he UWB signal in this paper is a baseband piilse that is shaped as the 2nd derivative of a Guassian piilse:
The energy in p ( t ) is iinit,y so that the received energy in & . p ( t ) is simply E p . The scale factor, 0, det,erinines the effective time width of the piilse shape and will be considered approximately
. 1 nsec. This UWB pulse is then repeated once per franie time which yields the following iinmodiilated signal:
Here T f ,is the frame time at, the transmitter. One possible modulation for a miiltiple user system is piilse posit,ioii modulation in which each user has a specific time-hopping code [3].
The multipath channel to be considered in t,his paper assumes a specular model wit,h an inipiilse response
m=O For the purposes of this paper, the amplitude coefficients, a,, and the time delays, T ,~, are determined using t,he CLEAN algorithm, a form of subtractive deconvolution, on a mea.sured UWB signal in an indoor office environment [4] . Measured and reconstructed waveforms are shown in Figure 1 for M = 300 where the amplitude coefficients are normalized so that E,,, = 1. Only the relative path delays, defined as AT,, = T, -TO for nz = 0,1, e . . , A4 -1, will be known and the absolut,e value of TO with respect to the receiver's clocks will be a,ssuined uniform over the frame time. The goal of the acquisition process discussed here is to provide proper frame alignment, in essence a,ccouriting for the random delay r0. The transmitter frame time, T f , is assumed known at t,he receiver. Thus, the local correlator will have the template waveform 
CORRELATOR OUTPUT
Only a single correlator receiver structure will be c.onsidered here. The correlator output, for the jth frame, z j , has a signal and noise component, sJ and nj respectively. The meail of the AWGN noise process n ( t ) is zero and the autocorrelation is simply Aiod(t1 -t?). In the following expressions, the substituted variable 8 j = jTf + E (~ mod N) is used. The noise coniponent is now comput,ed as
Here the pulse shape is assumed t,o span only -4 t o +A. Since we are only integrating over one portion of a frame and because t,he frames do not overlap we see that, the ont,put, noise sequence is independent,. The mean and variance of n,j are computed a s 0 and NO, respectively.
The signal component,, . s j , of the correlator is fairly straightforward to compute aft,er several simplifying assiimptions are made. First,, t,he r frame time will he assumed long enough with respect t,o t,he 'delay spread' of the miiltipat,h channel so that, only energy from t,he (mframe will pot,ent,ially spill into the , t h frame. It, is also assumed t,liat, E ( m mod N ) only varies over t,he , t h frame at the receiver. These assumptions result in the following expression, which is written explicitly as a fiinctioii of TO:
The funct,ion y ( r ) is the pnlse ant,ocorrelat,ion fiinc- Figure 2 represents the acquisition scheme. The t,ransition probabi1it)ies are seen to be
Here n = j mod N is the Markov chain state iiumber and j is the frame number. Each state in the chain represents a particular search area. State Ar represents that the search has terminated and is absorbing.
. Markov chain model for the serial search
Since stat,e N is the only rmirrent, state of t,he chair1 and represents t,he fact t,hat t,he search has terniina,ted, the expected search t,ime can be compiited by finding the expected t,ime it, takes to ent,er this reciirrent, st,at,e, denoted E(T,). The Gaussian integral funct,ion, Q(z), is simply the integral of a mean zero, unit variance Gaussian density function from z to infinity. Here s j ( r 0 ) is given in (7) and an example of s j (~0 ) is shown later in Figure 4 .
Tlie mean acquisition time, E ( T ) , can he coinputed using (10) by noting that tlie transition proba,bilities are iiilierently functions of the multipath channel paranieters. Thus the quantity in (10) The search algorithm which det,ermines the value of the E~ parameter in s j is examined in the next section for the 'ideal' case of unity d ability, zero false alarm probability, and a conseciit*ive number of bins which will terminate the search. This basically represents a 'no noise' or iiifiiiit,e SNR. scenario.
V. SERIAL SEAR.CH ALQOR.ITHMS ( N o NOISE)
The 'search' variable will be denoted as Ym for 
B. Truly Rnndom. Search,
The truly random search is one in which the history of the previously searched bins is ignored. Thus the search variable, ITv2, is selected at, random froin 0,1, . . . , N -1 for each m. The expected stlopping time can be conipiited as 
For UWB frame acqiiisit,ion, t,he delay spread of t,he channel will not, be known exactly or, quite possibly, at all. Also, due to t,he nat,iire of tlhe iniilt,ipatli channel, there will most, likely not be A' consecutive bins which krminate the search but, a chister of bins, some with high probabilit,y and some with low probability of terininat,ing the search. For t,his reason? an efficient, search is desired which does not rely on any knowledge of K . The algorithm discnssed in this section is such a search. In fact,, t,he performance has been determined t,hroiigh computer simulation t,o be exactly the same as t8he 'Look and Jump' search of t,he previous section. Thus the mean stripping time of the bit, reversal search is
The current, search is described by assuming that,
AT is a power of 2, e.g., A T = 2" for n, a positive integer. The manner in which the bins are searched is t,heii determined by 'bit, reversing' the linear search
As can be seen in Figure 3 the truly randoin search act,iially performs better t,han the linear search when I< is only slightly larger than one.
C. Ranadom. Permutation. Seowch
For this particular search strategy, the integers {0,1, . . . , N -1) are randomly permuted and t8he bins are searched according i,o this random penniitation. More precisely, if U, is a random permutation of{O,1,~~-,N-l)forn=0,1,~~~,N-l,thenthe search random variable is simply Ym = U, mod N for nz = 0,1, .. .. The mean stopping time is found to be:
The random permutation search algorithm previously discussed gives the mean stopping time, averaged over all permutations of the integers, 0,1, . . . , N -1. Since the linear search is one special case of such a. perinut,ation, and the mean stopping time of the random permutation search is lower than that of the linea,r search as seen in Figure 3 this reveals that certain perniutaiions must exist that give an even lower inea.n stopping time. The 'Look and Jump by K Bins' search described here is one such variable. For example, the integers for an Iv = 16 search can he represented in binary (base 2) as 0000, permiitat,ion of t,hese int,egers which maximizes the distance between observat,ions is obtained by 'bit, reversing' the binary representation, e.g., searching as per 0000, 1000, 0100, 1100, 0010, . .-: 1011, 0111, 1111. ooni, nolo, 0011, 0100, . .., 1101, 1110, 1111. OW
VI. U W B ACQIJISITION EXAMPLE
The niultipath channel parameters used for the example in t,his sect,ion are det,ermined from t,he CLEAN algorithm on a measured waveform, i.e., see Figure 1 . Two of the searches froin the previous section are investigated, the linear search and the bit reversal search. For simplicity in dealing with this bit reversal search, the total number of bins is set to N = 213 = 8192. To compensate for the current, single-dwell example's lack of a. verification phase, the input Ep/No is set to a large value, namely 50 dB. For the figures shown below: a normalized threshold of T = 0.05 is assumed.
For the inean correlator output shown in Figure 4 , the transition probabilities of (11) can he coniputed. For illustrative piirposes, TO is set to 100 nsec. The corresponding transition probahilities for the normalized threshold of T = 0.05 are shown in Figure   5 . Notice the that since the input SNR is la.rge, the transition probabilities appear t o be niostly limited to either 0 or 1. From (12) the expected number of ohserved search locat,ions for the parameters at hand is found t o be E ( T ) = 3246.6 for the linear search, while the expected number for the hit reversal search is much smaller at E ( T ) = 28.7. Thus the bat reversal search i s rough,ly ll,? times faster th,at th,e linear search, for th,e multipath, ch,an.ner! and s y s t e m parameters currently considered. From Figure 5 , it is noted that although the terminating hypotheses are not, consecutive they can he viewed as almost consecutive over about 100 iisec. This implies t1ia.t the K/Ai parameter of section V is lOO/l000 = 0.1. The nornialized meal acquisition times are seen to be 28.7/8192 = 0.0035 for the linear and bit, reversal searches, respectively. A plot of the resiiltrs of section V are shown in Figure 6 for N = 8192. The ciirves are for ideal de ion and false alarm probabilities, as well as the assiimpt,ion of conseciit,ive t,erminating hypotheses as explained in section V. These curves are labeled as '(Ideal)' searches. Also shown are the normalized mean acquisition times for t,he resiilts computed in this section, labeled ils the '(wit11 Mult,ipat,h)' searches.
VII. CONCLXJDING REIL?AR.I<S
This paper has shown that, when a large number of bins can terminate a search, R linear sweep of the bins is not, a very efficient, strategy. It, has been shown that, a specific permiitation of t,he bin indices known as the hit, reversal search can reduce the mean search t,ime significantly, two orders of magnitude for t,he example considered here. R.esults from analyzing an 'ideal' search problem with perfect detection and false alarm probabilities aiid t,he assumption that a coiisecut,ive group of bins will result in termination were shown. These results closely approximated a high SNR acquisition example for an indoor multipa.th channel.
